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BU & Red Hat Forge $5M Partnership 
 

Red Hat and the BU-led Massachusetts Open Cloud will
provide new ECE research partnerships, PhD fellowships
and post-doctoral sponsorships, as well as open source
educational collaborations. Full story.

Research Advancements

$4.4 M Grant to Develop Smart Car
Technology
DOE tasks Cassandras with easing
commuter traffic, lessening traffic
pollution and developing smart vehicle
technology. Full story.

Hidden Sexism Revealed 
Saligrama and PhD student Tolga
Bolukbasi discover that the biased data
humans feed computers lead machines
to regurgitate the bias. Full story.

UV LED Discoveries Lead
to Silicon Valley Start-up
Alumnus Yitao Liao is founder and CIO
of RayVio Corp., which is now recognized
for enabling new health and hygiene
solutions. Full story.

Faculty News

Nishimura Wins the James B.
Macelwane Medal
Toshi Nishimura brings his award-winning
research on substorms to ECE. Full story.

Sander Wins Air Force Award 
Sander focuses on stimulating nerves
using infrared lasers to understand the
biophysical mechanisms of how cells will
interact with infrared electromagnetic
waves. Full story.

Nobel Prize Winner Speaks at ECE
Professor's Symposium
Hundreds gather to celebrate Theodore
Moustakas' career and contributions to
the field. Full story.

 

Student Successes

Two Students Win IEEE PES
Scholarships
Ami Vyas and Zachary Lasiuk won IEEE
scholarships for the second year in a row.
Full story.

ECE & CS at Prestigious Women in
Computing Celebration
BU sends 14 students, 3 faculty and a
staff member to the 2016 Grace Hopper
Celebration of Women in Computing. Full
story.

Fall Review

New MS in ECE Degree
The MS in ECE degree program trains engineers
by equipping them with the skills they need to enter the
evolving 21st century workplace. Full story.

Affiliated Faculty Elevated to IEEE Fellows
Belta was nominated for automated control synthesis and
robot motion. Sclaroff was nominated for computer vision,
image retrieval, and gesture analysis. Full story.

Trivia Answer

Professor Sahar Sharifzadeh. Click for pictures or to see
a video of the Henn na or "Weird Hotel."

BU ECE Success

BU ENG Bachelor
grads rank #8 in mid-
career salaries
(Payscale).

Employability of BU
graduates ranked 11th
worldwide (USNWR).

Home of two top 20
private grad programs
(USNWR).

Trivia
Which professor
stayed at a robot-
operated hotel in
Japan? Scroll for
the answer!

Spring 2017 Events

Faculty Candidate
Seminars

PI and a Visioning
Workshop for the NSF
Smart and Connected
Health Program

ECE Day 2017, click to
see 2016 coverage

Do you have a story
idea? Contact us!
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